
Self taught, self made, creative storyteller
with over 20 years of combined experience
in photography, film, and editing. I’ve failed
more times than I’ve succeeded, but
learned every lesson necessary to
succeed when it counts. Recently looking
for more challenging high stakes
professional creative projects   

About Me Work Experience

Assess old and damaged laptops and desktops. 
Perform computer restoration, memory, graphic and display
upgrades, and 
ongoing maintenance of legacy systems. 

Fixer | iRepair 2020-2023

3 years

Fashion, editorial, entertainment and people photography. 
Projects range from nimble shoots where I prep and run everything, to
large scale productions where I lead the crew. 
Post production and editing for photographs and videos. 
Manage my own studio and equipment. Lead creative ideas or
collaborate with the team involved. 
Liaise with clients to ensure the project is delivered on time and to
spec. 

Photographer | Paul Steward Photography 2000-

Present
23 years

Responsible for the scheduling of shoots and collecting photos for a
team of 7 photographers. 
Place orders for needs of the photography team. 
Schedule pick up and delivery of drives. 
Lead creative collaboration sessions to ensure we were learning and
sharing 
resources with each other. 

Director of Photography | PRODUCT Toronto 2012-2013

1 years

Publications
Poison
Toronto Star
VEUX Magazine
Media Planet

Project Management

Storyboards

Client Management

Visual Design

Event Coordination

Photography

Photo + Video Editing

Creative Problem Solving

Leadership

Digital Marketing

Communication Skills

Skills

Expertise

Education

90 Richmond St E, Toronto

contact@paulsteward.com

+647-378-4212
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Paul
Steward

Responsible for delivering industrial supplies to companies throughout
Burlington, Hamilton and St. Catherines. 
Often required to pick and pack orders from the warehouse to keep
up with demand and facilitate a timely delivery. 
Liaise with sales team often to make sure orders arrived exactly when
needed. 
Worked with Shipping and Receiving departments at large companies. 

Delivery Driver/Order Picker | S.B. Simpson Group 2001-2003

2 years

1994 - 1999

White Oaks Secondary School,
Oakville 
 

Product Magazine
T&M Magazine
Glassbook
Exclaim!

Papercut Magazine
Globe & Mail
Now Magazine
Fashion Series


